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Details of Visit:

Author: the_freeman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 17 Feb 2015 12:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

Near the parking lot of MK so can easily hide in the crowd and buzz the door. Got my first look at
the toilets while waiting for a room which had a lot of Divine branding and pink towels. Clean with
NO smell :) but didn't see any air fresher while waiting thou (would have been nice)

The hallway was clean with mirror as door and the room which we finally used was clean with radio
on low, with towels in the corner.

The Lady:

As pics on the website and her twitter account with tats on back and left side (nicely done and not
too many) Spoke good English and a nice slim size 8 with point-T boobs (which I enjoyed)

Friendly, willing to preform as suggested, Swallow in 1 hr only but happy to do CIM. Great body +
personally for whoever gets to enjoys it for FREE when off the clock (that's not me) :((

The Story:

Well its my 3rd year punting and sadly Year 2 wasn't a good one as my spread sheet shows (i
blacked out the names of the WG I saw locally on AW and touring girls who didn't leave a smile and
its mostly black that year) so this year I decided I be back to a place which provided a service I had
great memories of in my first Year, Annabelle's!!!!!

The day started off badly as the bus driver who was running late, blanked me and drove off :( Not to
be put down I walked to the next stop 30 mins away and waited for the next hourly bus. Texted AB
that 11 cant be done and will call once in MK.

Finally got to MK and called and booked to see Anna at 12.30. Walked around and made my way to
AB flat and hoping to stay in the room but Anna wasn't in yet and the rooms were busy. The maid
took my punting number and said she will call me in 10mins to let me know Anna was ready. As I
was leaving I bumped into Anna and walked back into the flat and asked to stay in the Waiting area
(Toilet). Had hoped it be quick but stayed their longer I had hoped and the maid was helping a
"client with NEEDS" back into his chair which took longer than hoped.
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Anna knocked on the door and say the room was ready with a friendly smile. Got myself ready and
helped Anna undo her outfit and grabbed her boobs softly from behind while kissing her neck which
was nice. Thinking on my Gambit move first, I asked if she would swallow to start, but that was
declined (as its only in 1hr booking) but was happy to do CIM.

After some quick thinking I decided on alittle OWO to start (wet wipes #1) and then MISH which we
did with lots of kissing and good moaning from ANNA. Enjoy a few minutes of kissing, boob kissing
and more lip kissing. After afew minutes I asked for OWO (Wet Wipes #2) which was good with nice
spit and alttle teeth. Due to my over ATT I applied alttle too much perfume so Oral was limited to the
tip rather than working the shaft at times, so something to think about next time.

This continued for awhile to get to round 2 but sadly it wasn't happening. Went back to kissing +
boobs to make the most of the time and alittle more OWO (wet wipes #3) and a little 69 which I
enjoyed but also got the taste of wet wipes.

Overall a 2nd pop in cowgirl with ANNA would have taken it over the edge but a good 1st meeting
where we both were getting used to each other bodies. Would of liked more of a lead from her as
she was mostly following my suggestions and more kissing to explore my male body as im more
then the 5" when erect.

But a good 1st meeting and hopefully the 2nd meeting will be calmer and like the A-Team slogan -
"I love it when the plan come together" will be had.
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